


The day starts at a reasonable hour: “You come in at 9 a.m.,” says Wioletta, 

another model—one of the few blonds in the bunch. But the day’s end is 

nowhere in sight: “You end up staying until 9 p.m. It’s a long day of work.” 

And the promised payoff of seeing yourself in the video often disappoints. 

“You’ll be on set all day only to be in the video for two seconds,” Wioletta says. 

To keep the models occupied on set, there’s free food and drink. There’s 

weed and contraband, too. The models can participate in or refrain from 

whatever they like. “Yes, it’s long, but it’s fun for the most part,” Lizzie says. 

For the most part. To be a model in hip-hop videos, you have to put up with 

a lot of shit. “It’s a man’s world,” Jeff tells me matter-of-factly. “The guys 

[on set] try to get with the females. The women get harassed, and [they] 

have to deal with it.” 

The models I interview confirm what Jeff describes. “You have to hold your 

own as a female because you’re eye candy to the men,” Lizzie says. “Men 

aren’t always gentlemen.” I push for details but she gives me none. 

Whether the set’s a mansion in the Bronx, a mansion in the Hamptons or a 

studio in Queens, models are constantly embracing, avoiding or shrugging 

off advances from the opposite sex. Pinballing off of men is a large part of 

the job, and the models I talk to have different takes on it. Wioletta finds 

the whole thing exhilarating. She loves being in front of the camera and 

gets a buzz from hanging around celebrities. When I ask her if she’s ever 

felt uncomfortable on set, she responds breezily, 

“Not at all. I’ve always felt comfortable. I don’t feel objectified.” 

“Is it empowering?,” I ask her. “Of course!” Lizzie offers a different 

perspective. “Have you ever felt harassed?,” I ask. “Definitely,” she 

responds in a snap. “What about empowered?,” I ask. “Oh yeah, that too. 

It’s a mix.” Her response confounds me. How can someone have opposite 

reactions to the same situation at the same time? On hip-hop video 

sets, though, that ambivalence, the dueling reactions, the rush and the 

simultaneous comedown are normal. It’s fun … for the most part.

Over the years, people have identified various tropes that frequently appear 

in hip-hop videos. The most well-known are the ride-or-die chick and the 

Jezebel, AKA the seductress. The ride-or-die chick stands by her man and 

supports his cause. She’s the Bonnie to his Clyde, busy stashing the cash 

and securing the getaway car. She’s always rolling blunts. 

The Jezebel sells sex. She can’t help but make men horny. She’s the girl 

who accidentally drops her pen and hopes you watch her as she bends over 

to retrieve it. 

Both roles are stereotypical figments of a man’s imagination come to life. 

Flip through the pages of this book and you’ll see depictions of both. I ask 

Jeff if he thinks these roles are sexist. “Definitely,” he says. I learn pretty 

quickly that these sorts of imbalances just “come with the territory,” as 

Jeff puts it. A hip-hop honey is ultimately a director’s pawn. He “puts 

you places and tells you how to move,” Wioletta says. Everybody I talk to 

knows the industry is a testosterone-fueled vacuum. The roles actresses are 

offered are vapid at best, misogynistic at worst. But it’s a man’s world. And 

if you aren’t willing to play the part the director asks you to, you sacrifice 

the gig. “There’s always other girls,” Jeff says. 

“Drake likes thick girls.” That’s what Jeff, a casting director and 

co-founder of FaceTime Agency, tells me. Jeff’s job is to get 

“females,” as he calls them, gigs in music videos. 

A request from an artist comes in, and Jeff begins his hunt. He looks 

for someone curvy, but not too curvy. He needs two Latinas and a 

black girl. The bigger the butt, the better. He sifts through 

his Rolodex of women until he finds a few dozen who fit the bill. 

“Is it always based on physical traits?,” I ask Lizzie. Lizzie has 

worked with Jeff for years and she’s one of the models featured in 

photographer Brian Finke’s latest collection, “Hip Hop Honeys.”

“Always. And sometimes Instagram follower count,” she tells me.

 

What Brian enjoys most about the photographs is the variety 

of emotions he was able to capture, he tells me. And when I flip 

through the images, I see what he means. In some photos, the 

women look bored. In others, they’re focused. Across the pages of 

this book, photographs of vulnerable moments and staged situations 

work together to reveal what life on set is like for a hip-hop honey.  
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Though the job’s demands change quickly, the models are keepers of 

their own fate. Lizzie and Wioletta participate in videos out of their own 

free will. None of them have ever felt in danger on set, nor been forced to 

do something they didn’t want to do. “If girls are doing ratchet shit, it’s 

because they feel like they have to to get attention,” Lizzie says. That fucks 

it up for everyone. It escalates the director’s expectations and puts women 

in the unfortunate position of, let’s say, deciding between wearing nipple 

tassels or leaving set early without getting paid. 

Hip-hop video sets are like prix-fixe menus; they offer the illusion of 

choice. Models choose between doing what’s asked of them or getting fired. 

Eat the swordfish or starve. Whatever a woman is seen doing in a video is 

something she, in some way or another, agreed to do. For some women, 

strutting around half-naked in heels is empowering—a choice they’re more 

than happy to make. When a man bends his head to get the best view of a 

model’s ass, who has the power? If she’s in control of where he looks and 

what he pays attention to, isn’t she pulling the strings? 

Famed feminist and poet Audre Lorde once wrote, “If I didn’t define myself 

for myself, I would be crunched into other people’s fantasies for me and 

eaten alive.” A woman’s sexuality is hers and only hers to exploit, gain from, 

honor or preserve. What feels degrading to one woman may be empowering 

to another. For others, those feelings aren’t mutually exclusive. Nor are 

they impervious to time. You may not regret what once embarrassed you. 

The depiction of women in hip-hop videos is often considered lewd. 

But what happens behind the scenes and how the women view themselves 

are extremely nuanced. A model’s reasons for participating in video shoots 

are impossible to unbundle because they’re influenced by factors unique to 

who she is, where she comes from and what she’s witnessed. She is not ours 

to diagnose from a distance. All we can do is observe, which is what “Hip 

Hop Honeys” allows us to do. These are images of women reacting to and 

demonstrating agency within the hyper-sexualized world of hip-hop videos. 

On one page, the woman is the target. On the next, she’s the gun. Some 

women seem to be taking the whole scene with a chunky grain of salt, 

and others look like they’re genuinely having a good time. 

These photos are portraits of the tropes and iconography mainstream hip-

hop videos have come to rely on. Any meaning we find in them beyond that 

is a reflection of our own baggage. That’s what makes “Hip Hop Honeys” 

so revelatory. Stop and scan the photo of a woman dancing in a circle of 

men. Do you see a group of men towering over a woman as she performs 

for them? Or a woman rejecting a group of men by refusing to acknowledge 

their gaze? The blonde in tights—is she feeling herself or exploiting herself? 

If it seems like either answer could be right, you’re beginning to get it.
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